SUMMARY REPORT UPDATES MILITARY CARGO SHIPMENTS DESTINED TO IRAQ, GADHDAM PORT, SAUDI ARABIA (914) 30 USC 424. CONTINUES TO BE USED TO TRANSPORT MILITARY EQUIPMENT FROM EAST Bloc COUNTRIES TO IRAQ. SUCH SHIPMENTS HAVE BEEN UNMANNED SINCE OCT 1990. REPORTS NAME OF SHIP, COUNTRY OF ORIGIN, DATE OF ARRIVAL/DEPARTURE AND TYPE OF MILITARY CARGO. SHIPS REGISTERED FROM DENMARK, POLAND, RUMANIA, CHINA, LEBANON, IRAQ AND WEST GERMANY HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED AT GADHDAM PORT DELIVERING MILITARY CARGOES.
---

**MILITARY**

---

**SHIPMENT #66:** 15 AUG 81 - SHIP NAMED "NEIJANG"
REGISTERED TO CHINA ARRIVED IN PORT WITH MILITARY CARGO
OF AMMUNITION (NF1) MANIFESTED AT 6,265 TUNS. SHIP
DEPARTED 10 OCT 81.

**SHIPMENT #67:** 17 AUG 81 - SHIP NAMED "ARLIL"
REGISTERED TO DENMARK ARRIVED IN PORT WITH MILITARY CARGO
OF AMMUNITION (NF1) MANIFESTED AT 465 TONS. SHIP DEPARTED
24 AUG 81.

**SHIPMENT #68:** 19 AUG 81 - SHIP NAMED "PEGASDES"
REGISTERED TO DENMARK ARRIVED IN PORT WITH MILITARY CARGO OF
AMMUNITION (NF1) MANIFESTED AT 143,893 TUNS. SHIP DEPARTED
ON 24 AUG 81.

**SHIPMENT #69:** 22 AUG 81 - SHIP NAMED "HONDULEAP"
REGISTERED TO ROMANIA ARRIVED IN PORT WITH MILITARY CARGO
OF AMMUNITION (NF1) MANIFESTED AT 5,331 TONS. SHIP DEPARTED
ON 20 OCT 81.

**SHIPMENT #70:** 30 AUG 81 - SHIP NAMED "IRN KEALDON"
REGISTERED TO 1940 ARRIVED IN PORT WITH MILITARY CARGO OF
AMMUNITION (NF1) MANIFESTED AT 460 TUNS. SHIP DEPARTED ON
3 SEP 81.

**SHIPMENT #71:** 15 SEP 81 - SHIP NAMED "ORNETA"
REGISTERED TO POLAND ARRIVED IN PORT WITH MILITARY CARGO
OF AMMUNITION (NF1) MANIFESTED AT 2,672 TONS. SHIP DEPARTED
20 OCT 81.

**SHIPMENT #72:** 26 AUG 81 - SHIP NAMED "DANAINTH"
REGISTERED TO ROMANIA ARRIVED IN PORT WITH MILITARY CARGO
OF AMMUNITION (NF1) MANIFESTED AT 1,235 TONS. SHIP DEPARTED
ON 27 AUG 81.

**SHIPMENT #73:** 23 SEP 81 - SHIP NAMED "ARASIV"
REGISTERED TO ROMANIA ARRIVED IN PORT WITH MILITARY CARGO
OF AMMUNITION (NF1) MANIFESTED AT 4,046-430 TONS. SHIP
DEPARTED ON 7 NOV 81.

**SHIPMENT #74:** 24 SEP 81 - SHIP NAMED "GASRAM"

---

**END OF MESSAGE**
REGISTERED TO IRAQ ARRIVED IN PORT WITH MILITARY CARGO OF AMMUNITION (NFI) MANIFESTED AT 13,230 TONS. SHIP DEPARTURE UNKNOWN SUSPECTED TO HAVE BEEN IN PORT AS OF CUT OFF DATE OF THIS REPORT: 11 NOV 81.

- SHIPMENT 751 UNKNOWN ARRIVAL DATE IN OCTOBER. SHIP NAMED "BABYLON" REGISTERED TO IRAQ ARRIVED IN PORT WITH MILITARY CARGO OF AMMUNITION (NFI) MANIFESTED AT 13,635 TONS. SHIP DEPARTED ON 24 OCT 81.

- SHIPMENT 761 8 OCT 81 - SHIP NAMED "YUAN JIANG" REGISTERED TO CHINA ARRIVED IN PORT WITH MILITARY CARGO OF AMMUNITION (NFI) MANIFESTED AT 7,419.427 TONS. SHIP DEPARTURE DATE UNKNOWN, BELIEVED TO HAVE STAYED IN PORT AS OF 11 NOV 81.

- SHIPMENT 771 14 OCT 81 - SHIP NAMED "GECO" REGISTERED TO LEBANON ARRIVED IN PORT WITH MILITARY CARGO OF AMMUNITION (NFI). SHIP DEPARTURE UNKNOWN, BELIEVED TO HAVE STILL BEEN IN PORT AS OF 11 NOV 81.

- SHIPMENT 781 15 OCT 81 - SHIP NAMED "ARJOI" REGISTERED TO DENMARK ARRIVED IN PORT WITH MILITARY CARGO OF AMMUNITION (NFI) MANIFESTED AT 456,312 TONS. SHIP DEPARTED ON 24 OCT 81.

- SHIPMENT 791 17 OCT 81 - SHIP NAMED "HELTON CLIPPER" REGISTERED TO EAST GERMANY ARRIVED IN PORT WITH MILITARY CARGO OF AMMUNITION (NFI) MANIFESTED AT 520 TONS. SHIP DEPARTED ON 24 OCT 81.

- SHIPMENT 801 17 OCT 81 - SHIP NAMED "GUANG HAI" REGISTERED TO CHINA ARRIVED IN PORT WITH MILITARY CARGO OF AMMUNITION (NFI) MANIFESTED AT 7,510 TONS. SHIP DEPARTURE UNKNOWN, BUT BELIEVED TO HAVE BEEN IN PORT UNTIL AT LEAST 11 NOV 81.

- SHIPMENT 811 21 OCT 81 - SHIP NAMED "ALNASITTI" REGISTERED TO IRAQ ARRIVED IN PORT WITH MILITARY CARGO OF ARTILLERY CANNONS (NFI) MANIFESTED AT 600 TONS. SHIP DEPARTED ON 11 NOV 81.

- SHIPMENT 821 24 OCT 81 - SHIP NAMED "PIHRE" REGISTERED TO DENMARK ARRIVED IN PORT WITH MILITARY CARGO OF AMMUNITION (NFI) MANIFESTED AT 456,312 TONS. SHIP
DEPARTED 26 OCT 81.

-- SHIPMENT #34: UNKNOWN DATE OF ARRIVAL IN MID-OCT 81 OF SHIP NAMED "SINDAO" REGISTERED TO IRAQ WITH MILITARY CARGO OF AMMUNITION (M1) WITH MANIFESTED WEIGHT UNKNOWN. SHIP DEPARTED ON 26 OCT 81.

-- SHIPMENT #41: 1 NOV 81: SHIP NAMED "SANDK" REGISTERED TO PULAND ARRIVED WITH MILITARY CARGO OF AMMUNITION (M1) MANIFESTED AT 1,156 TONS. SHIP REMAINED IN PORT UNTIL AT LEAST 16 NOV 81, EXACT DEPARTURE DATE UNKNOWN.

-- SHIPMENT #51: 3 NOV 81: SHIP NAMED "XING MING" REGISTERED TO CHINA ARRIVED IN PORT WITH MILITARY CARGO OF AMMUNITION (M1) MANIFESTED AT 5,700 TONS. SHIP DEPARTURE UNKNOWN. AS OF 16 NOV 81, SHIP REMAINED IN PORT.

-- SHIPMENT #60: 9 NOV 81: SHIP NAMED "SHERIA" WITH UNIDENTIFIED REGISTRY ARRIVED IN PORT WITH MILITARY CARGO OF AMMUNITION (M1) MANIFESTED AT 4,776 TONS. DEPARTURE DATE UNKNOWN. AS OF 16 NOV 81, SHIP REMAINED IN PORT.

-- SHIPMENT #81: 13 NOV 81: SHIP NAMED "SONGLIM" BELIEVED TO BE REGISTERED TO CHINA ARRIVED IN PORT WITH MILITARY CARGO OF AMMUNITION (M1) MANIFESTED AT 7,418 TONS. DEPARTURE DATE UNKNOWN. AS OF 16 NOV 81, SHIP REMAINED IN PORT.

-- SHIPMENT #81: 16 NOV 81: SHIP NAMED "AL KINDI" REGISTERED TO IRAQ ARRIVED IN PORT WITH MILITARY CARGO OF AMMUNITION (M1) MANIFESTED AT 4,250 TONS. DEPARTURE DATE UNKNOWN. SHIP SUSPECTED TO STILL BE IN PORT DURING FIRST WEEK OF DEC 81.
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Next 2 pgs are denied in full and will not be attached.